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Abstract
Websites use cookies to track and record users’ behaviors. In
the post General Data Protection Regulation era, data collec-
tion consent from end users is widely mandatory, resulting
in a plethora of cookie decisions for users everyday. Some
might install cookie management extensions to take care of
these decisions, but such extensions tend to create a false
sense of security when not every unwanted cookie is blocked.
We present Crumbl, which documents cookie collection and
displays the information in ways that are accessible to novice
users. In this paper, we focused on the implementation and
design details and made our source code available online.
Going forward, Crumbl will allow individuals to better under-
stand online privacy as they learn more about HTTP cookie
collection through their newly gained insights.

1 Motivation

Data collection has become ubiquitous with the advancement
of the Internet. Comprehensive data protection laws have been
proposed around the world since GDPR granted users control
of their shared data online, such as mandating the implemen-
tation of cookie consent dialogs. However, researchers have
previously argued that it is impossible for users to make true
informed consent with a simple consent tickbox [17].

To bridge this gap, studies have shown that browser exten-
sions can help raise privacy awareness [21] and such aware-
ness can lead to adoption of new privacy technology [20]. Yet,
plugins on the market, e.g. Ghostery, Adblock, Privacy Bad-
ger, etc. can be overwhelming and potentially misunderstood
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by beginners who are unaware of the logic and the limits
of such plugins, leading to a false sense of protection [26].
Therefore, we developed Crumbl to offer a beginner-friendly
browser extension to surface real-time cookie collection, to
help raise privacy awareness among users. Key functionalities
that set Crumbl apart from other privacy browser extensions
are: beginner-friendly interface, real-time cookie collection
alerts, and browser cookie inspection.

2 Related Work

2.1 Transparency enhancing tools

Transparency enhancing tools (TETs) provide insights into
how users’ data is being collected, stored, processed and dis-
closed in an accurate and comprehensible way [13] . Hedom
believed that TETs could be systems that give related informa-
tion, provide accesses to the stored data, or provide counter
profiling capabilities [10]. Janic, Wijbenga, and Veugen came
up with a slightly different set of characteristics inspired by
Hedom. TETs can provide user with information on how ser-
vice providers “claim” to handle users’ personal information,
how service providers “actually” handle user’s personal infor-
mation, or the aforementioned information altogether [13]. In
this article, we adopt Hedom’s taxonomy to be more compre-
hensive, as Janic, Wijbenga, and Veugen’s version is more of
an elaboration of the first characteristic of Hedom’s.

Privacy bird1, the PRIME project2, and primelife3 are TETs
that have been studied most frequently in the past [6, 29].
Unfortunately, older applications are either offline or ill-
maintained. Therefore, in this paper we focus on taking inspi-
ration from up-to-date TETs. Browser extensions and browser
with native blocking mechanisms are two of the most com-
mon accessible TETs. Merzdovnik et al. surveyed the most
common blocker plugins available: AdBlock, Ghostery, and

1http://www.privacybird.org
2https://www.w3.org/2005/02/17-prime-pr/all.htm
3http://www.primelife.eu
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Figure 1: Overview of Crumbl’s system architecture. The extension module listens to cookies onChanged events and web requests
originating from all tabs, aggregates real-time cookie information to the extension interface while querying the server for cookie
categorization.

uBlock were three of the most downloaded plugins [22]. Kon-
taxis, Georgios and Chew, Monic analyzed the efficiency of
Firefox’s native blocker and reported that there is a 65% re-
duction in the cookies collected [16].

2.2 Impact of General Data Protection Rule
GDPR has brought changes to the privacy sphere as it grants
data subjects multiple rights, such as the right of access, the
right to data portability, and the right to explanation [2, 4, 28].
Privacy research has taken new directions after GDPR has
taken effect. Momen, Matamian and Fritsh examined the ef-
fects of GDPR by comparing the mobile phone manifest data
usage [23] while Schufrin et al. looked into the data made pos-
sible to access by GDPR with a visualization dashboard [27].
Scholars have also continued their endeavor to enhance the
transparency level by visualizing personal data [1,7]. Besides
dashboards geared towards data subjects, some have proposed
a GDPR-aligned information language and toolkit for devel-
opers [9], while others focused on the design of GDPR com-
pliance tools and systems [19,25]. On the contrary, a plethora
of anti-GDPR browser extensions were launched to remove
cookie consent dialogs automatically [15,24]. In particular, "I
don’t care about cookies" has over 0.6 million downloads, this
shows that GDPR still has loopholes in protecting privacy of
the public and raising their awareness to data collection [15].

2.3 Analysis of privacy policy changes
To study the changes of privacy policy in large scales, most
studies adopt website crawling and automated examination.
Dabrowski et al. used the crawled data to study the changes
in privacy policies in different jurisdiction by comparing the
cookies requested by websites. They gathered websites from
the European Union and American IP addresses and compared
the policies before and after GDPR came into effect [3]. Merz-
docnik et al. also leverage crawled data to categorize popular
trackers on websites [22]. Others adopted a hybrid method.

Besides web crawlers, the researchers inspected websites that
systems can not get information on manually. Degeling et al.
observed an increase in privacy policy statement and cookie
consent notices on websites [5]. Meanwhile, Momen et al.
approached the policy changes differently, and focused more
on contrasting the information required mobile applications
before and after GDPR took effect [23].

3 System: Crumbl

Existing cookie or tracker related plugins do not adequately
capture how cookies are being injected into browsers, and
mostly function as anti-trackers or automatic cookie clearers.
Though users can view cookies related to a tab via inspector
mode on Chromium-based browsers, still it is a developer
feature that many are not aware of. Therefore, we propose a
TET solution to bridge this gap—Crumbl.

3.1 Design

When Crumbl is pinned on the browser top bar, a user can
see a number on the icon indicating the number of potential
cookies being used or placed by the current tab. Overview
page is the default page of Crumbl, it provides a sense of
how full a browser cookie store is and what kind of cookies
are being used in current tab, as shown in figure 2. It pops
up whenever the user clicks on the extension icon on the
browser top bar. When it is not clicked, the user can see the
total number cookies being used by the current tab via the
number on the top right corner of the icon. Moreover, Crumbl
keeps track of daily changes in the number of cookies since
its installation, allowing users to be more mindful of their
Internet footprint.

Top sites page is a visualizer of browser cookie storage
as shown in figure 4. On the top sites page, Crumbl shows
the top domains that store the most number of cookies on a
browser and their counts. We hope users can become well
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Figure 2: Overview page of Crumbl. The layover number on
the icon shows the amount of cookies on the current tab. The
plugin page shows (from top to bottom): (1) total number
of cookies on browser, (2) link to view analytics of stored
cookies, (3) growth chart of cookies since plugin installation,
(4) a breakdown of the types of cookies.

acknowledged with common tracking domains that they en-
counter with this page. As a call-to-action, we recommend
users install a general-purpose blocker to enhance privacy and
suggest two non-profit blockers, namely Privacy Badger [8]
and uBlock Origin [11].

Expiration page is a summary of the current expiration
status of cookies living on a browser. In the first part, it counts
the number of cookies per expiration window, in order to
give users a sense of the expiration nature of their cookies.
They might find it surprising to see that most cookies has no
expiration date. Therefore, the second part highlights 10 of
the non-expiring cookies belonging to a browser for users to
investigate further.

Besides the exploration page and analytics page, we also
have an about page that explains the meanings of the number
shown on the Crumbl icon. We also linked a brief introduction
on HTTP cookies as supplement materials (figure 6).

3.2 Implementation
Architecture of Crumbl consists of a Chrome extension and
a cookie categorization server. The extension reads web re-
quests and browser cookie storage to learn about cookies on
every tab, and queries the cookie categorization server when
analyzing "flavors" of cookies for displaying cookie catego-
rizations when it shows the popup. It also records daily cookie
growth since its installation. See figure 1.

Cookie categorization server consists of an API end-
point that is exposed to the Crumbl extension and a database
cookie categorization data. We use the Open Cookie Database
dataset [18] that contains 709 entries, and another tracker cate-
gorization data from WhoTracksMe [14] that has 3195 entries.

Figure 3: Expanded view of cookie purposes. It shows the
name, domain, expiry date, and "flavor" of each cookie when
visiting Twitter.com.

The latter is an open-source project by Ghostery GmbH dedi-
cated to capturing the landscape of tracking cookies on the
Internet. A cookie is composed of a name, a value, and a
domain that the cookie belongs to. To ensure privacy, our ex-
tension only sends cookie name and domain to the server that
does not log any web requests. Upon receipt of a request, the
server returns the relevant category by looking up the database.
As the data from [18] and [14] is not exhaustive, if no cookie
record is found, the server returns either the category of the
associated domain using data from [14] or unknown. The
domain categorization data has 2289 entries. Note that cat-
egory of a domain does not necessarily equate to that of a
cookie, but we hope to offer users at least an idea of where
their cookies originate from. The challenge is that cookies
often have obfuscated name which are difficult to conclude
their purposes without manually tracing source code.

The Extension is implemented using React.js and Chrome
API for extension [12]. Once our extension is enabled, it
listens to all completed web requests for each tab to capture
all tab-related domains, then queries the browser cookie
storage to determine how many cookies a website is using. It
is important to understand that a cookie is only associated
with a domain but not a tab, so it is possible that the number
of cookies used by a website on each load is over-counted.
As for recording the number of cookies since installation,
Crumbl updates the total number of cookies of a day in
browser every time a cookies.onChanged event is fired, so
that the growth since installation graph in figure 2 can display
the changes of the number of cookies in each day. Lastly, the
reason we did not count cookies by reading the Set-Cookie
header from web request is because it is stripped by browser
for security reasons. Therefore, we count cookies based on
domains called by the current tab to best estimate the count.
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Figure 4: Top sites page. It shows the top domains that stores
the most amount of cookies in a browser and summary of the
categories of the 50 most recent cookies.

The source code is hosted on GitHub4.

Figure 6: About page in analytics page. It explains how
Crumbl counts the number of cookies used per tab and pro-
vides a link to learn more about HTTP cookies.

4 Discussion and future work

Past research has found that existing TETs could create false
sense of protection as users did not understand the tools suf-
ficiently [26]. We designed Crumbl as the first step towards
nurturing privacy-focused users by providing a straightfor-
ward interface that encourages users to learn more about the

4https://github.com/sharonhsl/Crumbl

Figure 5: Expiration page. It shows the expiration status of
current cookies categorized by expiration window to show
"stickiness" of cookies.

cookie collection process.
We conducted a pilot study with 6 participants as a prelim-

inary step to investigate the potential impact of Crumbl. Our
pilot study suggested that Crumbl may be especially helpful
for users with less privacy-related knowledge. In the future,
we plan to obtain IRB approval to conduct a user study to
evaluate how participants with varying-levels of privacy and
security knowledge perceive Crumbl. We plan to enhance the
usability if Crumbl and aim to release the Crumbl on browser
extension platform after the final revision.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed Crumbl, a Chromium browser
extension to help increase user awareness about cookie collec-
tion. With an easy-to-use interface and information presented
in accessible ways to lay users, we hope that Crumbl can suc-
cessfully raise awareness about data collection among users
who are curious but not savvy about online privacy.
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